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Surface nanostructure induced in steel by low energy Xe+ ion bombardment: its
effect on pulsed plasma nitriding process
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Texturing steels surface by ionic bombardment is a route to modify the effects of

plasma nitriding processes because it is influenced by defects (surface and bulk)

created by ion impact*. Effects such as stress, plastic deformation, sputtering,

vacancies, and roughening modify the properties of the nitride case. In this work we

reported the influence of Xe

+

 ion bombardment on both the surface and

micro-structure properties of AISI 316L and 4140 steel. The surface patterns are

studied as a function of the ion incidence angle. The bombarded surface topography

shows nanometric patterns on the steel crystalline grains. The surface roughness

(rms) increases from ~1.5 (polished) up to 20nm by varying the ion impinging angle

from 0°to 60°. The in-depth microstrain induced by the bombardment was studied by

synchrotron grazing incidence X-ray diffraction. The effect of bombardment on pulsed

plasma nitriding process in the studied steel is reported. SEM analysis reveals

microstructure changes of the nitrided layer influencing the in-depth hardness profiles.

In nitrided austenitic SS316L, pre-bombardment treatment leads to a thick compact

case, higher hardness, and smooth hardness gradient, as compared with the non

pre-bombarded nitrided sample. In nitrided pre-bombarded AISI4140 the diffusion

zone shows long nitrides needles (~1-4µm) that modify the hardness profile. Without

pre-bombarding the sample exhibits finer size nitrides precipitates uniformly

distributed in the case. Finally, the studied properties of pulsed plasma nitrided

samples are reported and discussed as a function of the Xe

+

 pre-bombardment

incidence angle. *E. A. Ochoa et al. Mat. Chem.& Phys., 143(2013) 116
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